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[4]A. INTRODUCTION TO THREE
1. The digit three like all other digits, can represent many things and have many meanings. For example,
three can represent space, matter, and time; liquids, solids, and gases; Sun, Moon, and Earth; male,
female, and neuter genders; Nine Ether, Six Ether, and Ghost, et cetera. But where the Caucasian Race is
concerned, it means father, son and holy ghost; and 333 percent, of THE PERFECT NUMBER 1000.
Three hundred thirty three (333) per cent of a thousand (1000) is the Caucasian Race's limit of mentality
for original man, it is 666; and for the Ethiopian it is 999.
2. In this booklet we Ethiopian Scientists shall deal with three as it pertains to the Caucasian Race
sometimes called white people or the White Race. White is a fair description of that race because Ghost is
white, therefore, the White Race is the posterity of Ghost. Ghost is three among the CONSCIOUS
GASES, because it appears on the circle of time at the position of the number 3. Notice this drawn circle:

9

3
This is the wheel of time and existence. That is, time and the many changes that time produces in matter
exist in a circle. How we determine the right combination of numbers to use on the circle is that the digits
must be single and consecutive and must add up to NINE - 9 + 8 + 7 + 6 + 5 + 4 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 + 7 + 8 =
72 and 7 + 2 = 9; and the digits must divide the circle into 12 [5] equal parts like the Zodiac, because the
digits 1 and 2 are left out in order for the circle to add up to Nine. A circle must add up to nine because a
perfect circle is NINE BY NATURE. Evolution starts at 6 on [the] left side of the circle of time and goes
counterclockwise through 5 and 4 and ends in 3. Six (6) pushes the circle down on the left side and nine
pulls it up on the right as you can determine by this drawing:

In time we are now at the end of 3 on the circle, and Nubun Forces Nine (9) are beginning to pull us
Nubuns up by MIND in TIME. The bottom half of the circle of time is 6 (the dead), and the top half of
the circle is 9 (the living), so we are now headed back toward the living in MIND and our physical
activities will follow.
3. The position of the other digits around the circle are determined by Nine, because Nine being the
highest digit, of course, its position must be at the top of the circle. Notice in this drawing that the digits 2
and I and the cipher 0 successfully reverse the rotation of the circle to a clockwise spin which is the spin
of chaos in space, matter, and time:

0
In other words, when the time comes that evolution degenerates matter below the strength of 3 (the cycle
of the Caucasian Race and Ghost), the Universe will then start breaking up and return to Primeval Chaos.
A counterclockwise rotation in space, matter, and time is ORDER, that is, A Universe.
4. However, the main purpose for showing the circle of time and existence in this introduction is to
demonstrate the position of three (3) and reveal its identity in the world of the dead. The world of the
dead in space, matter, and time is the bottom half of the circle. Note that 3 is at the very bottom of the
circle, thereby marking the climax and end of Evolution. Three (3) marks the end of the downward trend,
then the Nine Force Revolution in space, matter, and time sets in and pulls the circle upward. It takes 72
million years for a complete circle of changes, that is, in 72 million years the time circle of changes gets
back to where it started or back to any given point of the circle.
5. Anything six and below on the circle of space, matter, and time is dead. The animal world can not rise
above six. Original Man can exist from six to six on the bottom part of the circle of time and the Moon
Cycle Man (the Caucasian Race) can only exist in power at three. Three is the Moon Cycle and it has a
duration of six thousand years. The Caucasian Race (sometimes called the white race is the perfection of
Evolution and the evolutionary forces. At the end of the Cycle of Ghost, that is, the end of the Cycle of
God the Ghost in person of the Caucasian Race, Evolution reverses and the circle goes up again toward
the highest standard of Nature. In other words, after 3, Nine starts to resurrect the mental dead from their
grave of ignorance.
6. THE TRINITY referred to by the Ancients and in mankind's religions are simply Nine Ether, Six
Ether, and Ghost. Nine Ether in death is Six Ether, and Six Ether produces Ghost, the last stage of
Evolution in CONSCIOUS GASES. The basic THREE in Ethiopian Culture is ALL SPACE, ALL
MATTER, AND ALL TIME, because these three existences comprise, constitute, and generate
everything. Ghost, also called God and spelled with capital G, is the perfection of death, because Six
Ether is death and Ghost is the last stage of it, which means Ghost is the apex or highest point of Six
Ether. Ghost is CONSCIOUS DEATH GASES. GHOST is conscious gases that have no SUN HEAT
GENES left within its formula, thereby it is white in color. Of course, white is the last stage of color as

Ghost and its posterity, the Caucasian Race, are the last stage of Evolution.
7. Nine Ether produces the Ethiopian Race and Nine Ether is LIFE AND GROWER of the Universes and
thereby is the Prime Mover and Original Order. The Ethiopian Race is the personification of THE
ORIGINAL CREATOR called PTAH. Six Ether produces the Phoenesian, Indian, and Mongolian Races
and these races are ORIGINAL MAN - the personification of THE SECONDARY CREATOR called
RA. Six Ether is death and the secondary Creator whose creation is the changes in Original Creation
called EVOLUTION. Ghost produced the Caucasian Race, and Ghost is THE TERTERARY CREATOR
called GOD whose posterity is the Caucasian Race and whose creation is the changes in Nature which the
Caucasian Race produces.
8. Ghost and the Caucasian race are THREE in the sense that they exist on the circle at the number 3 and
the Caucasian Race's degree of Intelligence is limited by his nature to 333 of the perfect number 1000.
The Caucasian Race is the moon cycle man who was extracted (ghostized) from the Phoenician and

Indian races as a result of disobedience to the laws and commandments of the SUNGOD. There is no
difference between what the Caucasian's Bible calls HOLY GHOST and any other GHOST. Ghost is the
same in composition no matter where it is. Ghost is from the CAVE, THE GRAVE, THE DEAD. See the
booklets called BIBLE INTERPRETATIONS AND EXPLANATIONS for further information. The
Ethiopian Race is Nine Ether in flesh and blood and therefore is NINE. The Phoenesian, Indian, and
Mongolian Races are Six Ether in flesh and blood and are thereby SIX. The Caucasian Race is Ghost in
flesh and blood and is underworld THREE and best wielder of THE TRIDENT the pitchfork of the Devil
The UNDERWORLD is the bottom half of the circle of space, matter, and time.
9. The Caucasian Race is a feminine race, meaning, it is THE FEMALE OF THE RACES, this is ONE
reason why it is able to attract the other Races by Nature as thoroughly as it does, but the basic reason is
NECROMANCY (the power of the dead) which the race by Nature uses to spellbind and fascinate Darker
Peoples of the Earth. The dogma of Caucasian power of the dead is his and her various religions including
CHRISTIANITY - the doctrine of the dead and the practice of VAMPIRISM. The Negro preacher
today is a hangover from slavery and a continued product of slavery, because he was FIRST made by the
Caucasian during slavery for the purpose of protecting the slave master by keeping the slave pacified with
GOSPEL which means GHOST SPELL so that the slave would not become violent against the slavemaster. In short, the Negro preacher is a product of slavery, and his job is to keep Wooly-Haired People
non-violent against WHITES and dead to our own culture and way of life. The words CHRIST and
GHOST mean the same, so CHRISTIANITY means GHOSTIANITY and CAUCASIANITY.
10. The Caucasian Race is a MONSTER called BEAST in his own spiritual book known as the HOLY
BIBLE, and this means the race has the nature of a beast and it is empowered by spirit forces called
DRAGON and SERPENT who is also called LEVIATHAN, and Leviathan produces Ghost spirit. Most
Wooly-Haired People are under the impression that a monster must be hideous and of huge individual
stature. In many cases the Caucasian defies this description and thereby deceives the Ethiopian into
thinking that the Caucasian is not a monster from the cemetery. A good-looking monster can easily
deceive most people whom he has taught that a monster must be UGLY; DRACULA isn't.
11. The root of the word CAUCASIAN is the word CARCASS, and carcass is a corpse or dead body.
Therefore, the name Caucasian tells us that the Caucasian Race originated from the dead and the spirit of
the dead called GHOST, and GHOST is God spelled with a capital G. Of course the Caucasian Race is
white people, because Ghost is white. We also reiterate, white people are GHOST PEOPLE because their
spiritual origin is Ghost, but their physical origin is the Phoenesians and Indian Races. We again repeat,
for further information on this subject see booklets known as BIBLE INTERPRETATIONS AND
EXPLANATIONS written by AMUNUBI RAHKAPTAH, one of the teachers of the scientists who write
these booklets THE NINE BALL.
12. The Caucasian Race is sometimes called THE ARYAN RACE and the Aryans were an EAST
INDIAN TRIBE, one from which the Caucasian Race was derived, and this is why the original language
of the Caucasian Race was INDO-EUROPEAN, meaning, Indian language varied by European (that is,
Caucasian) tongue and teeth. The Caucasian Race is the personification of death and this is why
individuals of it kill innocent people and give it little thought. The booklets mentioned in the preceding
paragraph will give you more details on the identity and purpose of the Caucasian Race.

B. MIND AND SEX
13. Of course, MIND is CREATIVE MATTER, and Nine represents mind. Mind is the MOTIVATING
MATTER in Nature. Mind may be living at one time and dead at another time. Living mind is that which
has more positive matter active than negative matter, and dead mind is vice versa. A living being's mind
is its PERSONAL GUIDE; a living being's mind is its PERSONAL CONTROL. To say a living being's

mind is its personal guide and control is to say that a living being's mind is its PERSONAL GOD (to use a
Caucasian power word). Show us a person who has a WEAK MIND and we will show a person who has
a WEAK GOD. The way to strengthen your mind is with NINE KNOWLEDGE - the CORRECT
INFORMATION. A person can be living physically and dead mentally, as in the case of A NEGRO. The
word NEGRO means NEGATIVE GROWTH which is another way of saying IGNORAMUS. Nine Mind
grew the Universes. The Suns are Nine Mind. Mind is the top half of the circle of space, matter, and time,
and sex is the bottom half
14. The two major powers that exist in the Universes and in any living being are MIND and SEX. The
two are OPPOSITES. Mind is the positive and sex is the negative. Mind is THE MOTIVATOR and sex is
THE ACTIVATOR. Mind gives one KNOWLEDGE or MENTAL POWER and sex gives one
PHYSICAL POWER. When the two powers are properly balanced in a living, being in accord with its
nature and position on the circle, that being will produce what is necessary for its survival and well-being.
Mind represents life, and sex represents death. Without mind one would have no consciousness, no conscience, no sight, no feeling, no taste, no sense of smell and no sense of hearing, no sense of thought, and
no sense of reason, and when one does not possess these qualities and properties, that being is very
DEAD.
15. Although sex reproduces life, it also represents DEATH, because the more sex the more life and the
more life the more death. In other words, there can not be an increase in death for any long duration
unless there is first an increase in life - life must precede death, because before there can be death there
must be life. Mind reminds one what to do to prolong life, and sex shortens life by making one physically
weaker, especially the male. In the reproductive act of sex the parents give part of their lives to the
offspring. Sex causes increases in negative forces when it is exercised in unnatural way or exercised in
lust instead of necessity. Sex is SACRED and it should be treated that way. By SACRED we mean it
deserves highest regard and best care possible, because it produces, our FUTURE - if it is degenerate, our
offspring will be degenerate; if it is corrupt, our future will be corrupt; if it is depraved, our offspring will
be depraved; if we use if unnaturally, our offspring will be unnatural.
16. Sex also causes males and females to fuss, fight, and kill each other! Sex sometimes causes people to
do incredible things. Many people know THE ART of sex but few if any know THE SCIENCE of sex.
The art of sex, is knowing how to obtain the greatest ECSTACY or PLEASURE from sex, but the
Science of sex is knowing how to obtain the least ADVERSE RESULTS of the act. To put it another way,
according to the law of the code of the OPPOSITES, sooner or later pleasure must be offset by pain. So,
the less pleasure one has the less pain is required to offset it. Therefore, overuse, abuse, and misuse of sex
by us who already have other-race monkeys on our backs add to the weight of the cross that we already
carry, and that additional weight make it harder for us to liberate ourselves in various ways necessary.
17. Coition (sexual intercourse) is normal and natural and is A SOURCE of pleasure and THE SOURCE
of reproduction, but a person can make himself or herself a slave to sex by allowing it to become an
obsession, then the mind degenerates to animal level. Notice that Caucasians encourage Negroes, their
captives, to over-indulge in sex, because Caucasians know that unnecessary sex activities are more
burdensome to those 'in captivity than those who are free, because those in captivity have no scapegoat
but themselves to transfer their pains to. In the CAUCASIANS' case, he and she have their captive, the
Negro, to put their shortcomings and pains upon. Hence, Caucasians beat and brutalize Negroes in the
streets and in jail cells and behind prison walls and whenever and wherever they feel they need a GOAT
to bear their cross of pains and suffering.
18. Another adverse result of Sex is too many children. What happens if you can afford only three
children but you have six? The Answer is: You must become dependent on someone to help you and this
keeps you in a form of mental and physical servitude or your family goes destitute of sufficient food,

clothing, shelter, and education with no relief in sight, and this kills the hopes of rising to greater heights
in life, then that family usually pines away in ignorance, idleness, and uselessness to self and own kind.
What we Ethiopian scientists are trying to make clear in this topic is this: In the normal course of Nature,
sexual urges will arise in male and female, and it is natural for us to satisfy these urges but unnatural for
us to create these urges with alcoholic drinks, excessive thoughts on sex, and following other Caucasian
means of letting sex rule us instead of our minds of REASON.
19. Increase in Nine Knowledge for us Ethiopians makes our minds the RULER over all activities
including SEX, and that makes our road to liberation straighter, quicker, and easier. Control over our sex
as a race is one of the keys to our liberation, and all the keys necessary to open the doors of our liberation
are found and will be found in the booklets THE NINE BALL and also BIBLE INTERPRETATIONS
AND EXPLANATIONS written by AMUNUBI RAHKAPTAH. Sex is A GREAT POWER which will
work in our favor, if we do not abuse and misuse it. Of course, the other GREAT POWER is our BRAIN.
We must train these two Great Powers to work together by Nature for our LIBERATION and WELLBEING. Each race has a PERSONAL SERPENT and that personal serpent is our REPRODUCTIVE
ORGANS - male and female. In short, mental strength is in BRAIN and physical strength is in SEX. We
must learn how to coordinate these two Great Powers by learning and practicing the SCIENCE called
NINE KNOWLEDGE. The two Great Powers known as MIND AND SEX are OUR MAGNETIC
WAND to POWER AND SUCCESS.
20. Since mind is one of THE GREAT NATURAL POWERS and sex is the other, the right use of these
powers in their proper conditions would give us captive people a MAGNETIC WAND to work with a
wand similar to mankind’s CADUCEUS which is a MAGIC WAND of THE CROSS representing the
powers of the dead. Our magnetic wand would be THE CIRCLE as such representing the powers of the
living. Magnetic power (nine) is the power of the LIVING and magic power (six) is the power of the
DEAD. THE KEY TO NATURAL POWER is coordinating and controlling mind and sex. All power is
NATURAL power, for there is no other existence but Absolute Nature and its products. The way to
control mind is with NINE KNOWLEDGE, and the way to control sex is with NINE MIND, and this is
the coordination of the two. Mind is controlled by Nine Knowledge when the individual understands and
practices Nine Knowledge, and sex is controlled by Nine Mind when it is not overused, misused, or
abused. This accomplishment means individual power for the one who governs himself or herself this
way and liberation power for the Ethiopian Race.
21. A word to our Ethiopian females: Being THE NATURAL ATTRACTION for the male, you are in a
position to compel him to be a SUCCESS. The male's desire to mate with a female who attracts him is a
DRIVING POWER which the female can direct towards achievement by refusing to let the male copulate
until he shows a degree of success or at least until he demonstrates his determination and ability to
succeed in LIFE. But, if the female allows the male to make love to her whenever he desires, he usually
gets lazy because he may find no particular reason why he should work so hard for success, since his
female does not seem to care if he succeeds or not. Too much sex makes people lazy and less able to do
their best thinking and reasoning. Ethiopian Queens, require your Ethiopian male to be a NATURAL
PROVIDER as well as a NATURAL LOVER. Taking HEED to this paragraph is one thing our Ethiopian
females can do for Ethiopian Liberation and well-being. This note to Ethiopian males: Make sure your
female is African-minded and she keeps her hair natural and wooly and is dedicated to help in our fight
for Ethiopian Liberation and well-being, mentally and physically.

C. NINE EQUALITY
22. NINE EQUALITY IS ETHIOPIAN EQUALITY. Equality IN GENERAL is one person or persons
possessing something of the same amount or same value as another person or persons. But, equality IN
PARTICULAR is each race thinking, doing, and possessing what is inherent for it by Nature. In other

words, each race on the Planet is heir to the highest in Nature in proportion to its richness by Nature. That
is to say, since the Ethiopian is richest in composition formula (the formula that grew the Race), then it is
heir to the most and richest properties in Nature. By the same reason, since the Caucasian Race is poorest
of all the Races in composition formula, then it is heir to the least and poorest properties in Nature.
Therefore, such is equality of the Races by Nature.
23. The foregoing is scientifically true because, if a being has a rich nature in make up physically or
mentally or both, that being needs things in Nature that match his or her composition. If the being has a
poor make up it needs properties in Nature that match its composition. It may be put this way, since the
Ethiopian Race's mental capacity is 999 of the perfect number 1000 and the Caucasian Race's mental
capacity is only 333, we need and have the capacity for three times as much knowledge in quality and
quantity than the Caucasian Race. In other words, 999 information is required for our perfection of mind
and merely 333 information for Caucasian perfection of mind, thereby we Ethiopians are capable of
becoming three times as powerful as the Caucasian is in his perfection. However, Caucasian perfection is
in DEATH, and Ethiopian perfection is in LIFE.
24. Moreover, the mentally dead Ethiopian wants to be equal with the Caucasian, but no one in his right
mind wants to be equal with the white man, because that means being an equal liar, equal thief, equal
slave-master, equal murderer, equal vagabond in the Earth, and an equal fugitive from justice with him.
Equality IN PARTICULAR for a person or race means having what is due by Nature, and this
NATURAL EQUALITY for the Races is not necessarily equal in amount, quality, or degree. For
instance, Africa is for us Africans at home and abroad, and Europe is for Caucasians at home and abroad
but the two continents are neither equal in, size nor riches.
25. Furthermore, real racial equality is not a status quo where the Caucasian respects and treats Ethiopians
as he does his own kind because this is false hopes, for Caucasian nature will not allow him to really do
this, therefore, true racial equality is each race having necessary BRAIN POWER to maintain its own
PROPER SURVIVAL and WELL-BEING. Social Equality by Nature is not one race intermingling with
another to see how nice and friendly each can be or how well the Races can miscegenate, but true social
equality by Nature is people of the same race intermingling with each other as equals without the class
stigma. In other words, everyone in the same race should be equal on social terms. Class levels came
about through Evolution and mankind.
26. Races are not supposed to intermingle on A SOCIAL BASIS, because this is prelude to destruction of
the Races through miscegenation. If the Races have business together, let it end there and keep the Races
pure as possible. By keeping the Races pure of mind and pure of kind helps to keep them equal to the
degree they should be by Nature. Economic equality does not mean one race should possess the same
material things the other has, for Ethiopians are much richer BY NATURE than Caucasians, meaning,
Ethiopians' economic potential (as in Africa) is much greater than that of Caucasian Europe. Hence, real
economic equality for Ethiopians is having the same wealth in common in our own economic system.
27. By SAME WEALTH IN COMMON we mean necessities of life all Ethiopians have access to as we
NEED them and in the amount we NEED them. That is to say, each draw from the wealth in common in
the amount of his or her natural responsibilities. One may have more natural responsibility than another
and thereby need more, but if one eats well we all eat well; if one has a nice place to sleep we all have a
nice place to sleep; and if one has nice clothes to wear we all have nice attire to wear. This topic gives a
brief description of what Ethiopian equality is like which is equality by Nature.
28. Another note on equality tells us that racial equality also means each race should have its own land,
own economy own armed forces, own language own educational system, and own culture and heritage in
general. This is the true meaning of racial equality; and speaking of educational system brings us into

education equality. It should be ONE OF THE EDUCATIONAL REQUIREMENTS that by [the] time a
student finishes ninth grade he or she must know what he or she is planning to be. So, by [the] time that
student finishes high school he or she will be prepared to enter with confidence and qualification into the
chosen career.
29. It is the inefficiency of the Caucasian educational system that children can go through high school and
almost through college and not yet know what they would like their occupations to be. If a child has talent
for a particular occupation or skill, by time he or she finishes 9th grade, it should be showing. It is the
obligation of parents and teachers of children to help the children decide what is the best career for each
individual student and why. The school system should be required to compile an occupation or career
chart which lists the various trades and professions suitable for males and females, and the requirements
and qualifications for each occupation should be available. We repeat: the student should be prepared
to make his or her choice of career by time ninth grade is complete.
30. When a Wooly-Haired person graduates from college today, almost always the big thing he or she has
in mind is to find A GOOD JOB, and stay on the job getting promotions until retirement from work and
then GOOD RETIREMENT PAY. Any Ethiopian person should realize that working for Caucasians is
helping Caucasians to oppress and repress Ethiopians, because doing Caucasian work makes the white
man richer, and if he is richer he is stronger to oppress us. We Ethiopian Scientists understand that when a
person has no job of his own, he has to work for someone, but what we are saying is why work for your
enemy ALL your active life?
31. One of the prime purposes of an Ethiopian college graduate should be help build Black Communities
to respectable and self-supporting level above the slum status, and one of the best ways for the college
graduate to help do this is to pick the kinds of subjects during attendance at college which are suitable and
workable for building economics in the Black Communities and after working for the Caucasian if
necessary for a while (let's say somewhere between two and four years) and having saved money enough,
that Wooly-Haired person should go into business himself or herself. This is one way for us to equalize
ourselves with other races by equalizing our communities with those of other races. We Ethiopians must
intelligently control all businesses in our neighborhoods, and the best way to do this is by doing all the
investing. In this paragraph we mentioned the college graduate as an example, but the same holds
practical for any Ethiopian who desires to do well for self and kind.
32. Of course, equal education with other races for our children and adults alike is EQUAL CULTURE to
that of other races. For us Wooly-Haired People to receive the same education that Caucasians get is not
equal education for us for that is Caucasian Education. Education created by mentally resurrected
Ethiopians is more than equal to all other educations. If the education we receive is created by other than
our own kind and we do not have our own, no matter how much of someone else's education we may get,
we can not have equal education until we have our own CREATION. Anyone else's education in the
absence of ours makes us inferior in education, because we can not use an ALIEN EDUCATION as
efficiently as the creator of it.
33. In Count II of the Booklets THE NINE BALL and in the topic HOW TO ECONOMIZE, we
mentioned several gimmicks the Caucasian uses to help keep us poor and unequal. At this point in
concluding this topic we mention another one and that gimmick is the one known as CREDIT. Credit is a
Caucasian gimmick which will make you over-spend, and this is because you do to have to pay cash for
the Merchandise right then. Not having to pay cash right on the spot is very deceiving, because you still
have to pay for it anyway PLUS the carrying or credit charges. We should buy on credit ONLY as a last
resort, that is, if it is a commodity which you need and must have right away and do not have time to save
all the money necessary to buy the item cash. Otherwise, save and buy what you need on a cash basis.
This way we buy less, save more, and become more economically equal with others and more

economically independent as an individual and as a race.

D. WELFARE AND UNEMPLOYMENT
34. CAPITALISM is an economic system that breeds poverty and especially for its captives and
oppressed. It is the nature of capitalism to produce hardships. Capitalism survives on slavery and war.
The American Caucasian could have prevented the WELFARE STATE he has created for Darker People
in these United States of America, but the welfare state is one of his gimmicks that help keep the captive
controlled. When a person is on welfare, the Caucasian feels that he has a right to control that person's life
in every way, because the person has become a BEGGER thereby placing himself or herself at the
economic mercy of his or her oppressor. In other words, the person has become completely dependent on
the enemy who wanted to see his captive in that position in the first place.
35. The Caucasian rejoices to see Wooly-Haired People on welfare or any other dependent position
because how militant can one get on welfare? How independent can one become on welfare? One reason
the Caucasian let such great influx of Ethiopian into CIVIL SERVICE jobs during the last decade is
because the worker has to SWEAR his ALLIANCE and ALLEGIANCE to uphold Caucasian government
which means uphold Caucasian way of life. How militant can one become who has sworn to help
maintain his employer's domain and his employer is the government which is oppressing him? That is to
say welfare, civil service jobs, unemployment, etcetera, are Caucasian gimmicks to force the captive to
cater to the whims and wills of his oppressor. One on welfare is on his or her knees to the Caucasian. A
Darker Person who is unemployed and wants to survive in Caucasian society is usually prone to be used
against himself and his own kind by the oppressor.
36. The white man knows if a person (male or female) is SATISFIED to get on welfare rolls and stay
there without making sincere effort to lift himself or herself from this condition of poverty and
dependence on others who unfortunately are the person's enemy, that person is UNINTELLIGENT. So
the Caucasian is using the welfare state to try and romantically unite all unintelligent Ethiopians for the
purpose of producing and perpetuating unintelligent offspring that the Caucasian may form a
PERMANENT SLAVE STATE, because what is required for a permanent slave state is PERMANENT
SLAVE MIND which THE UNINTELLIGENT HAVE. The Ethiopian Race does not need more WoolyHaired People in QUANTITY, the Race needs more Wooly-Haired People in QUALITY - those who are
capable of liberating self and keeping self and kind liberated and preserved.
37. Another reason for the welfare state which the Caucasian has created for Dark Peoples is the trick of
making the females of other races independent of the males of their races, and this means that the females
of our Race will look up to the Caucasian man as her provider and protector and the one who has all the
sense. When the female knows that she can quit her husband and get on welfare, this situation provides
unnecessary broken homes which is extremely bad for raising children, because there is no father in the
household to do his part with and for the offspring. A responsible adult male is needed in all households
that contain growing children, especially as a model for the male offspring.
38. The welfare trick help make tramps of our females because, if a single girl knows she can get welfare
as soon as she gets pregnant, she is not likely to try very hard to keep from getting pregnant, and once she
has one child she is likely to have more, and then there is a household void of a responsible male to act as
provider and protector, and these conditions help keep us captives mentally and physically to Caucasian
civilization and serfdom, because the mother can teach her offspring only what she knows and all she
knows is ignorance the oppressor wants her to know. There is an old saying: 'Educate a male and you
have educated an individual, but educate a female and you have educated a family', because the female
usually spends more time with the offspring, caring for them, teaching them, and training them until their
lives are fully set.

39. Unemployment is as much a part of Capitalism as vegetation is a part of Nature. That is to say,
poverty, unemployment, captivity, and war are the nature of Caucasian civilization. If someone has to be
unemployed in Caucasian society they make sure that the greater number and percentage of the
unemployed is among the captives - the scapegoats and adjusting tools for what goes wrong in Caucasian
society. One reason unemployment is so high in Ethiopian Communities is that the Caucasian has
replaced many Ethiopian factory workers and tradesmen with ALIENS from other parts of the world, and
the oppressor did and is doing this because Wooly-Haired People are more militant now and are not the
GOOD WORKING SLA YES they used to be. Therefore, Caucasians replace us with ALIENS, for aliens
are less militant, better workers, and in many cases they work for less pay, plus the fact that
unemployment tends to bring THE MILITANT NEGRO to a dependent on Caucasian position.
40. But we Ethiopians can solve our own WELFARE AND UNEMPLOYMENT plights by following the
old adage if you want something done do it yourself because if we do not solve, our own problems, they
will never be solved. The complete answer to our problems is CREATIVENESS, that is, we must become
able in MENTAL POWER to create whatever we need. We can do it ourselves by changing our minds
from a state of imprisonment in ignorance to a state of liberation in knowledge, and this will give us the
confidence in ourselves, the courage, and determination we need to rely on ourselves to do what needs to
be done. For example, we must CREATE our own jobs while building up our own communities. When a
person of the Ethiopian Community goes and gets a job, he should have a definite plan in mind that he
aims to put into action. The plan should run along this line:
41. Work, save, and at the same time learn as much a possible about the business or trade he or she plans
to practice after saving enough money to start the self-employment which could be in the form of
partnership with another or others. To do the things that need to be done for ourselves, we must have
CREATIVE MINDS, but as NEGROES we do not have the creative minds necessary to be masters of our
own destiny. Read, understand, and practice the information disclosed in these booklets, and you will
survive and succeed, if you are an Ethiopian by Race. The booklets, THE NINE BALL contain THE DOIT-YOURSELF SOLUTION to racial and captivity problems.
42. Another thing about welfare: it helps males shun their responsibilities and thereby they become lazy
and worthless. if a male knows that; if he impregnates a female he does not have to take care of his
responsibilities as a father unless he is very intelligent, that male is neither likely to try very hard to
protect the female nor himself from IRRESPONSIBLE PARENTHOOD. In addition, in the topic MIND
AND SEX, we should have mentioned the fact that LOOSE SEX (uncontrolled sex, undisciplined sex)
increases the chances of catching VD (venereal diseases) such as syphilis, gonorrhea, and
lymphogranuloma, to mention just three. Loose sex helps spread VD, and VD is negative forces that
destroy us by causing heart disease, insanity, and DEFORMITY OF OFFSPRING. VD is MANKIND'S
MALADY. VD originated in Europe. Loose sex, venereal diseases, irresponsible parenthood, poverty and
unemployment make the road to our liberation longer, rougher and tougher.
43. Being mental captives as well as physical captives means that we are also economic captives, cultural
captives, and SEX CAPTIVES to mankind, and the Caucasian GOD of Christianity is not going to
liberate us from these miserable conditions, because how can God tell us how to live if it is not living
itself and it is not human, that is, personified in some person or race of persons. If God is not human, it
can not be of our Nature and therefore can not tell us our true course by Nature. God the Ghost represents
POVERTY for the Ethiopian Race. It symbolizes DUST and DESERT for us. Of course, we now know
God in GAS is GHOST and God in flesh and blood is the Caucasian Race. Therefore, the posterity of
God the Ghost and the one it loves is the Caucasian Race. Hence, it will never liberate ETHIOPIANS. We
Ethiopian Scientists reiterate: No one can liberate you mentally or physically anyway, you must do it
yourself by accepting and practicing liberation information which is presented in the form of booklets
known as THE NINE BALL and also BIBLE INTERPRETATIONS AND EXPLANATIONS by

Amunubi Rahkaptah, a teacher of us scientists who write these booklets. We can only present these
booklets to you; we can not compel you to accept and adhere to them. Your INTELLIGENCE must do
that, and it will if you have enough of it to survive World War III which is going on in many ways right
now.

E. INTEGRATION AND MISCEGENATION
45. INTEGRATIONS of the Races is an instrument of RACE DESTRUCTION, because it leads to
MISCEGENATION which is INTERRACIAL SEXUAL MIXING. Jews are the ones who planned and
organized the integration movement of Blacks and whites by Blacks soon after the turn of the century but
Jews then and now are the most devout segregationists in the world. They even segregate against other
whites. If the other whites would say: Mr. Jew, you advocate integration with Ethiopians, but why don't
you show us how to do it by integrating with them yourself. If other Caucasians would present their
objections this way, liberal Jews would be STUCK as THE GREAT HYPOCRITES and GREAT
DECEIVERS of Wooly-Haired People that they are.
46. Caucasians integration bit in general is designed to deceive and mislead NEGROES that Negroes may
think that one day everyone of every race will be the same in the sense that differences in races will be
disregarded. Of course, this is nonsense and misrepresentation. By Nature this never was and will never
be. Take note that there is no one but Ethiopian Negroes who is pressing to integrate with Caucasians or
any other race. Other races know that THE VENOMOUS SERPENT called integration means selfdestruction by help of other races. Caucasians know that the strange animal known as PRETENDED
INTEGRATION will help keep Ethiopians mentally and economically dependent on their enemies,
Caucasians.
47. Integration is A FARCE and A CRUEL HOAX perpetrated upon Wooly-Haired People in their
ignorance. We Wooly-Haired People should stop and reason and ask ourselves: Why do Caucasians
segregate themselves from others and discriminate against others? Well, there are two basic reasons: (1)
To preserve their race and (2) To misuse and exploit other races. The number one reason follow the
dictates of intelligence but number two is the results of an animalistic and oppressive nature most animals
possess. The Caucasian Race has a greater oppressive and death-dealing nature than other races because it
is the personification of the perfection of death the last stage of Evolution, and Evolution is the
manifestation of the death of the Universe.
48. What other way is there for a race to PRESERVE itself unless it practices RACIAL SEPARATION?
It is NOT NATURAL for the Races TO SOCIALIZE, for this leads to MISCEGENATION and
miscegenation is race destruction, and no intelligent race wants itself destroyed in any way. The Ethiopian
Race should be the least desirous of miscegenation (loss of race identity) because the Ethiopian Race is
the personification of the Original Creative Forces, and the Original Creative Forces GREW the
Universes and the Original Beings thereof Therefore THE ETHIOPIAN RACE is SUPERIOR by Nature.
However, like all other races, our Race has members who are unintelligent, and if the unintelligent
members of the Ethiopian Race seem to be more in number proportion than in other races, it is because
the adverse forces of THE MOON CYCLE - the worst cycle on the circle for Wooly-Haired People.
49. Ethiopian Culture is just the OPPOSITE of Caucasian Culture known as CIVILIZATION. Therefore,
the answers to our problems are found in THE RESTORATION OF OUR OWN CULTURE - The
restoration of our own culture is the restoration of our right minds by Nine Knowledge produced by the
Ethiopian science of Nine Reason. We must learn to do things the Ethiopian way instead of Caucasian
style. These booklets, THE NINE BALL, will open the door to Ethiopian Culture and help restore it by
presenting THE DO-IT-YOURSELF SOLUTION to our racial and captivity problems.
50. Wearing wigs, straightening Wooly Hair by whatever means are not Ethiopian Culture, and as long as

Ethiopians do this, other races know the person who does it is a mental slave who wants to be someone of
another race, and thereby, can be misused against self and own kind, mentally, physically, and
SEXUALLY. One form of SEXUAL MISUSE is MISCEGENATION by which means LEVIATHAN is
using to destroy our beautiful Wooly-Hair Ethiopian Race, especially by way of our Wooly-Haired
females. We must halt this trend by liberating ourselves, mentally, and then physically. The intelligent
among us Wooly-Haired People can do this by UNITING OUR MINDS IN NINE KNOWLEDGE,
WISDOM, AND UNDERSTANDING.
51. The Negro (the mentally dead Ethiopian) wants everybody of other races to like him or her, but this
everybody-like-me road does not lead to liberation and well-being. If someone dislikes you because you
want liberation and desire freedom for yourself and your race, that person is your ENEMY. If anyone
hates you because you advocate separation and speak preservation for yourself and your race, that person
is your ENEMY.
52. Also remember this Wooly-Haired Ethiopians, if anyone tells you that the knowledge disclosed in the
booklets THE NINE BALL and also BIBLE INTERPRETATIONS AND EXPLANATIONS is not the
information necessary for your liberation, preservation, and well-being, that person is your ENEMY and
he wants you to remain a CAPTIVE. Forget about being liked by ALL; just be right. Furthermore, if any
Wooly-Haired Person of the Ethiopian Race reads the booklets THE NINE BALL and also BIBLE
INTERPRETATIONS AND EXPLANATIONS and concludes that these are not in his best interests and
the best interests of his kind, that person is UNINTELLIGENT and is his own WORST ENEMY, and a
TRAITOR of his own RACE.
53. How can a person have RACE PRIDE when he does not know that he is a member of a race or does
not know what race he is a member of ? This is THE MISERABLE MENTAL CONDITION OF THE
NEGRO - a condition which these booklets will help destroy. If your hair grows GENUINELY KINKY,
you are a member of THE ETHIOPIAN RACE.
54. Everyone who grows genuinely KINKY HAIR by Nature is Ethiopian by Race but only those with
INTELLIGENT NINE KNOWLEDGE MIND are ETHIOPIAN BY MIND and the latter is the matter
that CREATES and LIBERATES.

